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Informatica is a tool, supporting all the steps of Extraction, Transformation and Load process. Now a
dayâ€™s Informatica is also being used as an Integration tool.

These process flow diagrams are known as mappings. Once a mapping is made, it can be
scheduled to run as and when required. In the background Informatica server takes care of fetching
data from source, transforming it, & loading it to the target systems/databases.

By Informatica online training you know that informatica can communicate with all major data
sources (mainframe/RDBMS/Flat Files/XML/VSM/SAP etc), can move/transform data between
them. It can move huge volumes of data in a very effective way, many a times better than even
bespoke programs written for specific data movement only. It can throttle the transactions (do big
updates in small chunks to avoid long locking and filling the transactional log). It can effectively join
data from two distinct data sources (even a xml file can be joined with a relational table). In all,
Informatica has got the ability to effectively integrate heterogeneous data sources & converting raw
data into useful information.

Informatica is Engine driven ETL tool mostly used in Data Integration and Data warehouse
environment. It is supported on different environments (UNIX, WINDOWS and MAINFRAME etc).
Current version in Market is 8.x. It has different tools as

1. Designer

2. Workflow Manager

3. Workflow Monitor

4. Repository Manager

5. Administrator Console

Informatica server runs as service called Power Center server. Informatica server does the major
work at execution time to extract/load/transform the data based on metadata.

Informatica maintains all its metadata in repository (RDBMS based). At development time, all work
done in designer and workflow manager is stored in repository. At run time informatica server get
processing logic from repository.

Informatica online training center provides courses on site, over the internet, and has best online
tutors located around the world. Informatica Online training course made easy through the best
available experienced online tutors. Instructor led classesâ€™ offer intensive, role-based training with
fully equipped world class infrastructure and brings the Informatica online training best experience.
They provide an opportunity to interact with the online tutors and peers, further enhance the
Informatica online training experience by sharing the real time tips, tricks and best Industry
practices. They can arrange the Informatica online training demo at your convenience and where
you have an opportunity to interact with the tutor directly and decide how the Informatica online
training course best suits your career needs.

Informatica Online training course details:
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â€¢	Data warehouse basics

â€¢	Informatica Power Center 8.6.

â€¢	Power center Administration

â€¢	Repository Administration

â€¢	Using the designer

â€¢	Transformation Creation

â€¢	Using the workflow manager

â€¢	Workflow  Tasks

â€¢	Performance tuning in ETL

â€¢	Practical

Informatica training online is provided in all over India like Delhi, Bangalore, Chennai,
Hyderabad...Etc. it also provided in UK, us like countries. They will give you a better training in
informatica. With that you will learn a good subject and got a good job in the market. The certificate
provided by them refers you a well trained studied in informatica and is helpful to earn a good
salary. With low fee you got more knowledge when you are prepared informatica online training.
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David_johnson - About Author:
Big Classes are one of the institutes which provide a  informatica online training  through globally.
Learn a  informatica training online  from your home, office and from anywhere.
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